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Introduction
The popular notion of religion and science being at opposite poles within the intellectual currents of the seventeenth cenrury is challenged by the designs and architectural iconography underlying the churches of Francesco Borromini (159t-1667).
Described as something of a licentious eccentric by Gian Lorenzo Bernini and his contemporaries, ' Borromini nonetheless relied upon a complex geometric system in his architectural designs, which ruled both the layout and elevation of his buildings. In turn, this us-e of geometry also seems to have had an important theological justification, namely that of stressing the underlying divine order of the universe whose exisrence or revelation can only be perceived by the faithful. In essence, this is simply a resrarement of the Medieval idea of "God as Divine Geometer" excepr rhar. for Boriomini, God is no longer depicted in the garb of scholastic rationalism, but rather, as I will show, of ..,r.r-r,..r-rihcentuty scientific rationalism: a rationalism that embraces the notion of divine revelation.
Although Borromini's ]o1'r G. Ilatcl' qq+i \ k ', 3 k ffi-dp, Borromini's use olr geometry has always been puzzling. Comparing Kepler's primary goal was to discover the invisible skeleton of the universe; a skeleton that Kepler believed to be geometric ( Figure 7) . I" fact, for Kepler, the eternal and ultimate truths of the universe are based on a "divine geornetry". More in-rportantly, geometry becomes a principle link between the human and the divine. According to Kepler, God endowed "man" with an understanding of geometry, providing him with the tools to deduce a priori the whole blueprint of the universe and, through this process, come in contact with the mind of God." In Borromini '' The contrast of geometric complexity dictating the lower zones of Borromini's churches and the geometric simplicity of the upper zones is meant to reflect the apparent 1V4 'l-l.e Scie.." IJ.Li.d Frort".=.,, lJonorrri'i's l)ivinc Getrnretn' imperfections of the terrestrial versus the perfection of the heavenl; ' The sun quickly assumed the heralded position at the centre of the universe in science, and with it occurred a theological revision. Vhere God had previously been situated at the outer realm of the universe, the Baroque saw him introduced, with some welldocumented difficulties, into the centre with the sun as his attribute. This change is reflected in the words of Monsignor Giovanni Battista Agucchi who wrote God himself md)t reltsln/lbly be daignated and recognized as the rniddle because the created things are outside Him yet always return to Him as do the riuers to the sea. '" Kepler echoes these words in the Mysterium Cosmographicu_m (1596) where, in attempting to justifr the placement of the sun at the centre of the universe, he 
